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yielded conflicting results on retesting.
Wllliams said Eastern Health con

tacted other labs across the country, re
viewed some literature and consulted
with oncologists and surgeons with ex
pertise in this area.

''After consultation and a review of
our results with them, it was, deter
mined that we should, in the interest of
patient care, retest all patients who had
tested negative for these particular re
ceptors back to 1997:'Williamssaid.

Mount Sinai was chosen because of
its good international reputation.
W1lliamssaid. although the lab there is
already bUS); "They're working on max
imum capacity; working overtime for
us."

"We want tomake sure if there's a pa
tient out there who could benefit by
some change in therapy, that weidentify
those patients as soon as we can and
provide them with any additional Dr dif
ferent therapy if that's indicated,"
Williamssaid.

"Wefe1tHwarrantedfurther review"
The quality review is expected to pro

Vide recommendations for future test
ing of breast tissue samples in the
EasternHealth authority's labs.

dss@tlu!tefugramcDm

reast-cencer testing suspended
New and old samples tobe sent to Toronto pending review

As an added precaution, tissue sam- "Aft Itat" d itive, Williams said.
ples collected as far back as 1997 are al- ... e~ consu Ion an "We had about 73 per cent of tests
so being sent to Mount Sinai for a revIew of our results that were positive, so we're only retest-
retesting. with them it was ing the the zt per cent or so that were

AJllab results from Mount Sinai are " ed' h t negative."
expected to be received within the next determm t a we And from the early results, Williams
few weeks or a month, Williamssaid. should, in the interest of said, it appears only about 10per cent of

Estrogen and progesterone receptors patient care, retest all the overall tests performed over the past
are one of many factors considered .. . seven.years show different results.
when deciding how each patient's can- patients who had tested Patients are not required to undergo
cer is treated. negative for these further testing because tissue speci-

Williams said surgery is the main particular receptors mens are kept in the lab for 20years af-
treatment for a cancer tumour, but oth- ., ter initial testing.
er treatments can vary Patients testing back to 1997: Williams said retesting is not uncom-
positive for hormone receptors, for ex- D B bWill" mon when additional information be-
ample, maybe offered the drugTamox- . r. o'd t lamsI'. comes available about a patient or
ifen, which is an agent that interferes vIce-preS! ent, qua tty through new research.
with the action of estrogen and proges- diagnostic and medical The reason for the discrepancy in the
terone on the tissue. services, Eastern Health breast tissue results isn't clear, but last

Testing for estrogen and proges- year Eastern Health implemented a
terone receptors was introduced ill Eu- new fully automated system for detect-
rope in the mtd-tssos and has been the samples from Eastern Health au- inghormonereceptorsinbreasttissue.
available in North America since about thority patients and 40 per cent from Williams said the older system was
1997. patients treated at other regional cen- semi-automated and the testing in-

Williams said the receptors are mark- tres, volved multiple stepa, including boiling
ers in the nucleus of cells that deter- Wllliams said the lab at the General or microwaving specimens to "tease
mine whether that particular cell is Hospital in the Health Sciences Centre out the antigen from the nucleus of the
receptive or stimulated by estrogen Dr in St. John's stains the specimens for cell so the staining would be taken up
progesterone. these particular receptors and the reo by the antigen if there are receptors

About 350of the tests are done annu- suits are read at the referring hospitals. there."
ally in this province, with 60per cent of Most of the tests performed were pes- Itwas the new automated system that

BY DEANA STOKES SUWVAN
TheTelegr.:un

ntil a quality review is complet
ed. the Eastern Health authority
is sending all tissue samples

from breast cancer patients out of the
provincefor testing at MountSinai hos
pital in Toronto.

Dl:Bob Williams. vice-president of
quality diagnostic and medical services
with Eastern Health, said this decision
was made after new information be
came available concerning a patient in
May

In an initial test to determine if the
patient's tumour and tumour cells
could be stimulated bv the hormones
estrogen and progesterone, the result
was negative. But retesting of the same
tissue sample, after new information
became available about the patient,
showeda positiveresult.

Williams said as a result of this find
ing. the health authority has decided to
suspend all testing of breast cancer pa
tients locally and instead is sending the
seven to eight tissue samples taken
each week to Mount Sinai for testing
until a full quality review is completed
in thatparticular section of the lab.
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http://www.cbc.ca/story/canada/national/2005/10/05/NLCancer20051005.html

Newfoundland cancer lab produces false results
Last Updated Wed, 05 Oct 2005 10:45:44 EDT
CBC News

A major cancer-testing laboratory in Newfoundland has produced
unreliable results.

The lab is located at the General Hospital in the Health Sciences
Centre in St. John's. It does the majority of cancer tests annually in
Newfoundland and Labrador.

The Eastern Health Authority said Wednesday all samples are now
being sent to Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto.

According to the St. John's Telegram, the concern started in May when
an initial test on a patient indicated that tumour cells were not
cancerous. But after receiving new information on the patient's
condition, the same sample was retested and showed a positive result.

Dr. Bob Williams, a vice-president of the health authority, says that as
an added precaution results received as far back as 1997 also are
being sent to Mount Sinai for retesting.

Williams said that 73 per cent of the tests performed in the past were
positive, but the lab is mostly concerned with the 27 per cent of tests
that were negative.

He said about 10 per cent of the tests performed over the past seven
years may show conflicting results. The discrepancies were in tests for
breast cancer. The authority receives seven or eight such samples
each week.

The reason for the conflicting results is not known, but last year the
facility brought in a new fully automated system for detecting hormone
receptors in breast tissue. An older system required more steps in the
testing process.

Williams said Eastern Health contacted other iabs across the country,
reviewed some literature and consulted oncologists and surgeons.

"After consultation it was determined that we should, in the interest of
patient care, retest all patients who had tested negative".

Lab results from Mount Sinai are expected in about a month.

A quality review of the St. John's lab also is underway.
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Major flaws discovered in NL breast cancer tests

CTV.ca News Staff - Thursday, October 06, 2005

Breast cancer patients in Newfoundland and Labrador face a frightening wait as hundreds of
tissue samples dating back to 1997 are being retested following the discovery of major flaws
in a laboratory test.

The problem was discovered in May, when a test for hormone receptors in the cancer cells of a
patient who had fallen ill in spite of testing negative gave a different result than earlier tests.

The hormone receptor test determines if cells are stimulated by either estrogen or
progesterone and indicates cancer-cell growth.

The original test was negative but in May, the patient's tissue tested positive, and as a result
the province's breast cancer testing program was suspended.

"With 40 steps in the (testing) procedure, if you have a problem in any particular step, it can
affect the results you get," Bob Williams, vice-president of quality diagnostic and medical
services for the Eastern Regional Integrated Health Authority, told The Globe and Moll.

"There are checks and balances in there, but in this case, in some of these cases, these things
did not appear to work."

In July, the authority called on Toronto's Mount Sinai Hospital to test previously screened
tissue and to take on the lab work for all new breast cancer patients.

Health-care officials say they can't be precise about the number of people affected. Mount
Sinai is testing 30 per cent of the hundreds of tissue samples that came up negative since
1997. So far, 10 per cent of results have changed to positive.

A different result "may have implications for patient care and that's the issue that's discussed
with the patient's treating physician and then treatment may be modified based on that," Dr.
Williams told The Globe.

The troubles in the lab are a worry for breast cancer survivors who have to wait for news about
the new tests on their tissue.

"My breast cancer pathology came back as estrogen negative but partially progesterone
positive, so it is possible that there was an error in my pathology," Gerry Rogers,a breast
cancer survivor who turned her ordeal into an award-winning documentary, told The Globe.

"It's hard to know that maybe a mistake has been made."

Patients who test positive for hormone receptors may be offered Tamoxifen, a drug that
interferes with estrogen and progesterone over a five-year treatment.

Peter Dawe, director of the Newfoundland and Labrador chapter of the Canadian Cancer
Society, warns that this "has the potential to be a big issue" for the province's health-care
system and patients.

"It alters the treatment. You could be having an inadequate treatment based on a test result,"
Dawe said.

"There is a group that has the test result in question and our fear is that they should have
received treatment and didn't."
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Cancer tests suspended pending review
Last Updated Thu, 06 Oct 2005 11:15:55 EDT
cac News

The Eastern Health Authority in St. John's, NL, is sending ali tissue samples from
breast cancer patients for testing at Mount Sinai Hospital Toronto while a local
testing facility is reviewed.

Dr. Bob Williams, vice-president of quality diagnostic and medical services with the
health authority, told the St. John's Telegram the decision was made after new
information became available concerning a patient in May.

In an initiai test to determine if the patient's tumour and tumour cells could be
stimulated by the hormones estrogen and progesterone, the result was negative. But
subsequent testing of the same tissue with new information from the patient yielded
a positive result.

Wiliiams toid The Telegram the health authority wili suspend ali testing of breast
cancer patients locally and will send the seven or eight samples taken each week to
Mount Sinai for testing. A full quality review is underway of the section of the local
lab that had done the tests.

Results going back as far as 1997 are also being sent to Mount Sinai for retesting.

The testing and retesting of some biopsies is not to determine if the celis are
cancerous but to determine whether cancerous cells are negative for estrogen and
progesterone receptors.

The resuits of this testing influences the course of treatment for patients.

Wiliiams said surgery is the main treatment for a cancer tumour, but patients testing
positive for hormone receptors could be treated with the drug Tamoxifen.

Most of the tests performed in the Newfoundland facility were positive, Wiiliams said.

"We are only re-testing the 27 per cent or so that were negative."

He said about 10 per cent of tests done over the last seven years may show different
results.

The reason for the discrepancy in the breast cancer results is unknown, but a new
system for detecting hormone receptors in breast tissue was implemented at the lab
last year.
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Flawed test imperils scores of cancer patients

By PETER GULLAGE
Thursday, October 6, 2005 Posted at 5:07 AM EDT
From Thursday's Globe and Mail

Hundreds of tissue samples from Newfoundland and Labrador breast
cancer patients dating back to 1997 are being retested after major flaws in
a laboratory test were uncovered

ST. JOHN'S - Newfoundland and Labrador breast cancer patients are in a frightening
limbo as hundreds of tissue samples dating back to 1997 are being retested after major
flaws in a laboratory test were uncovered.

The problem was discovered in May when a test for hormone receptors in the cancer cells
of a patient who had fallen ill in spite oftesting negative, gave a different result than
earlier tests. The hormone receptor test determines if cells are stimulated by either
estrogen or progesterone and indicates cancer-cell growth. The original test was negative,
but in May, the patient's tissue tested positive, and as a result the province's breast cancer
testing program was suspended.

"With 40 steps in the [testing] procedure, if you have a problem in any particular step, it
can affect the results you get," explained Boh Williams, vice-president of quality
diagnostic and medical services for the Eastern Health authority. "There are checks and
balances in there, but in this case, in some of these cases, these things did not appear to
work."

In July, the authority called on Toronto's Mount Sinai Hospital to test previously
screened tissue and to take on the lab work for all new breast cancer patients. Health-care
officials say they can't be precise about the number ofpeople affected. Mount Sinai is
testing 30 per cent of the hundreds oftissue samples that came up negative since 1997.
So far, 10 per cent of results have changed to positive.

A different result "may have implications for patient care and that's the issue that's
discussed with the patient's treating physician and then treatment may be modified based
on that," Dr. Williams said.

The troubles in the lab are a worry for breast cancer survivors who have to wait for news
about the new tests on their tissue.

"My breast cancer pathology came back as estrogen negative but partially progesterone
positive, so it is possible that there was an error in my pathology," said Gerry Rogers, a
breast cancer survivor who turned her ordeal into an award-winning documentary.

"It's hard to know that maybe a mistake has been made."

Patients who test positive for hormone receptors may be offered Tamoxifen, a drug that
interferes with estrogen and progesterone over a five-year treatment. Ms. Rogers wonders
where her breast cancer tissue sample is in the process and whether it's too late to take the
drug.
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Flawed test imperils scores of cancer patients

By PETER GULLAGE
Thursday, October 6, 2005 Posted at 5:07 AM EDT
From Thursday's Globe and Mail

"If the case were to be that in fact there was an error in the pathology, then the window of
opportunity for the effectiveness ofTamoxifen in my case has kind ofpassed," she said.

Peter Dawe, director of the Newfoundland and Labrador chapter of the Canadian Cancer
Society, warns that this "has the potential to be a big issue" for the province's health-care
system and patients.

"It alters the treatment. You could be having an inadequate treatment based on a test
result," Mr. Dawe said.

"There is a group that has the test result in question and our fear is that they should have
received treatment and didn't."
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'We're pretty
concerned'

Cancer society fielding calls over inaccurate breast
cancer treatments; more than 200 people affected

By Clare-Marie Gosse
771e Jndependent

The Canadian Cancer Society in
Newfoundland and Labrador
has been fielding multiple calls

from women concerned they may
have been treated incorrectly lor
breast cancer.

Peter Dawc, provincial executive
director, says the cancer society has
been "scrambling a bit this week"
since discovering hundreds of tissue
samples taken from
patients since 1997
were in the processof
being retested due to
inaccurateresults.

"We'd heard some
rumblings, but (The
Independent. Oct. 2·8
edition) article was
the first 1had seen of
anything out in the
public about it," he
says.

"Since then we
have had a' meeting
with the people over
in the Eastern Health
authority ... .so we feel that we're up
to date with it and we can kind of
point people in the right direction 
but that's all we can do for TImN."

The outcome of the tests, which
examine hormone receptors in breast
cancer cells for estrogen and proges
terone, help physicians determine
what course of treatment a breast can
cerpatient should undergo.

Since acquiringnew lab technology
last year, Eastern Health, the umbrella
organization of the Health Care
Corporation of St. John's, discovered
some estrogen-negative tissue sam
ples were showing up positive. The
samples are now being reassessed at
the Health Sciences Centre in St.
John's, as well as at Mount Sinai
Hospital in Ontario. The results are
only now gradually returning since the
reyi~Wi.b,egani~.¥~~_t~i?yea~~;, ...•. '

,Vorn_en andmen. ""ftli breast cancer
undergo what are called ER and PR
receptor tests. These show whether the
tumour needs hormones, such as
estrogen or progesterone, to grow, A
positive result shows it does, which
means the cancer may respond to hor
mone therapy such as the drug
Tamoxifen.

"We're pretty concerned about the
whole issue obviously, that it even
happened in the first place," says
Dawe,"We've told the Eastern Health
authority that we want to stay in touch
with them and make sure the proper
follow up is done with the people that
are out there that need more accurate
information."

He adds common sense and a cur
rent 10 per cent mistake rate in retest
ed samples suggests at least 200
patients may be affected.

"The affect on
anyone of those
individuals is going
to be quite different
... there's obviously
going to be people
there 'who 'were
negatively impact
ed on their ability to
survive the disease
initially, Of their
quality of life with
the disease. >l

'Iamoxifen is a
medicationgiven to
patient" as a form of
additional therapy

following primary treatment for the
early stages of breast cancer. It has
also been proven to help prevent the
onset of breast cancer in women who
are at a high risk of developing the
disease.

Dawe says breast cancer treatment
is a particularly individualized process
and can be confusing for patients.

"I've been emerged in it for- years
and I still stumble around at times," he
says. "Youcan imagine how the aver
age person, put in that situation, high
ly emotional and having to deal with
estrogen levels and progesterone
receptors and whether you should go
on Tamoxifen and what the side
effects ofTamoxifen are ... that's why
the test results are so important and
your trust in the test results, because
you've got so many complex deci

.~,ir.m?:J() mak~._a'1y\Vay."
~. Eastern Health vhas been calling
patients whose test results have been
impacted by the review process, but
concerned men and women can also
call Eastern Health's patient relations
office at 777-6500 or click on the
ERIPR information link on the home
page for the Health Care Corporation
of St. John's (www.hccsj.nl.ca).
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Flawed cancer tests raise patients' concerns
Last updated Oct 14 2005 04:39 PM NDT
cae News

Breast cancer patients in Newfoundland and Labrador are worried flawed test
results have kept them from getting a drug that could improve survival rates.

• esc NEWS INDEPTH: Breast cancer

Peter Dawe

Eastern Health found out this spring that many of the results
delivered over the last eight years are wrong.

The Eastern Health authority in St. John's is still trying to find out what caused
the inaccurate results involving hundreds of hormone receptor tests.
The tests - many of which are now being redone - help
determine if the patient is a good candidate for Tamoxifen,
which has been shown to make a substantial difference in
patient survival rates.

However, some breast cancer patients in this province are just now getting that
information.

Peter Dawe, executive director of the provincial chapter of the Canadian Cancer
Society, says the news is disturbing.

"You're dealing with cancer, and the last thing you want on your mind is, 'Are my
tests accurate?' That's just totally unacceptable," Dawe said.

Eastern Health is having hundreds of tests redone at Mount Sinai Hospital in
Toronto.

The health authority is still trying to find out if the problem was caused by human
error or faulty equipment.

Eastern Health says the tests will not be done at its labs in the Health Sciences
Centre until accuracy can be guaranteed.

Dr. Bob Williams, a vice-president with Eastern Health, says it is possible that
some patients with the wrong test results may have benefited from the drug.
An external review of the authority's testing equipment will be done, Williams
said.

"Obviously, if we've had a problem in the past, we want to make sure it never
occurs again," he said.

The Cancer Society says it has received many calls about the issue. One woman
whose results were wrong is considering legal action.

Eastern Health is only contacting patients for whom they have found false
neqative results.

The authority says a patient relations officer is available at 777-6500.
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Electronic Media Transcripts
October 14,2005

Client:
Source:
Date:
Ann:

Eastern Health
CBC Morning Show 7:44 A.M.
October 14,2005
Jeff Gilhooly

101451

Announcer:

Mark Quinn:

Announcer:

Quinn:

Hundreds of people with breast cancer in this province are

wondering if they're getting the best possible treatment. The Eastern

Health Authority says it doesn't trust the results of a test it gives

breast cancer patients. The findings of the test help determine what

treatment a cancer patient receives and it can ultimately affect

survival rates. Health officials in this province say they've

discovered that some patients were given the wrong results and now

they're taking steps to fix the problem. The CBC's Mark Quinn has

been looking into this story and he joins me now in the studio. Good

morning, Mark.

Good morning, Jeff.

What do you know about these tests?

Well it's called the hormone receptor test and it's a test that looks at

the cells of cancer patients, breast cancer patients specifically. And it

looks to see if those cells have receptors for either estrogen or

progesterone. If a certain percentage of those cells have those

receptors then the patient is called hormone receptor positive. If a

low percentage of those cells or none of those cells have those

-1-
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Quinn:
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Quinn:
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receptors, then a patient is called hormone receptor negative. Now

this is important because if a person is positive, they be given the an

anti-hormonal, hormonal drug such as Tamoxifen and if they're

negative they aren't given this drug.

Okay.

And research in [inaudible] journals have shown that Tamoxifen can

increase a pat, sorry, a cancer patient's survival rate.

Can, can increase it.

Can increase it, yeah.

Okay. So why are the results of this hormone receptor test being

questioned here?

Well health officials say it all stems back to one patient who

questioned the results of her hormone, hormone receptor test. The

test she had done here in St. John's said that she was negative. Now

that's what the original finding was. But she didn't trust that finding

so she went out of the province, she had another test done and that

test found that in fact she was positive. So after that, the health

authority wondered if there was a problem with their testing. They

had more tests done of other people who had tests and they found in

fact some of those were also faulty. So they see it as a problem.

Tell me what it means to patients if the results of the test are wrong?

Well if they're told they're negative when in fact they're positive, it

could affect the treatment they receive and ultimately it could affect

their survival. People who are positive, like I said, may be given

-2-
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Announcer:
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Tamofixen and that drug might help them live longer. If you're told

you're negative when in fact you're positive, you might be missing

opportunity to get a drug that could help you.

Yeah, okay. So how have people reacted to this?

Well I spoke with officials at the Canadian Cancer Society and they

said that one woman that they spoke with has learned that she's

falsely identified as negative and she is considering legal action. The

official I spoke with said that this woman is struggling to stay alive

and it was very difficult for her to learn that she may have been

helped by Tamoxifen in fact. The local chapter of the Cancer Society

says that they are getting many calls from patients who are upset.

And I spoke with Peter Dawe, who's the executive director of the

society's chapter here.

You're dealing with cancer, there's so many issues that you got to

deal with. And the last thing that you want on your mind is, is the

test result accurate? And that, that's just, you know, that's, that's just

totally unacceptable. So that piece has got to be 100 percent

guaranteed that it's working properly.

Peter Dawe of the Canadian Cancer Society. Mark, what's being

done to fix the problem?

The Eastern Health Authority is having all the samples that tested

negative back to 1997 re-tested at the Mount Sinai Hospital

Laboratory in Toronto. That laboratory is considered the best

laboratory in Canada for this kind of test. The health authority here is

also having a team of medical experts review how this test is done

-3-
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here and they're going to look at problems. When I spoke with the

vice president of quality diagnostic and medical services at the

Health Sciences Centre here, he said, he said they've been doing

everything they can trying to find the problem. His name is Dr. Bob

Williams, and here's what he said.

Well we want to make sure that if, when we gear up the new

automated system that we have solved the problem. So we want to

make, you know, obviously ifwe've had a problem in the past, we

want to make sure that it never recurs again and we'll do our best to

do that.

Mark, does the health authority know what caused the problem?

Right now they haven't ruled out any possibilities. They say it could

be faulty equipment. It could be misinterpretation of the results.

They're not sure. They're looking at everything. The Health Sciences

Centre did change the equipment they used to do this test recently.

They replaced a semi-automated system with a more automated

system recently. Now Dr. Williams says that this will reduce the

possibility of errors but they don't know if they've solved the

problem yet.

Okay, do we know how many, how many people are affected?

Health officials say that about 300 people from across

Newfoundland and Labrador are given this test each year.

Approximately three quarters of them test positive. So hundreds of

samples are being re-tested. And Dr. Williams says they expect that

less than 10 percent of those will turn out to false negatives.

-4-
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Well concerns have been raised by patients about how they were

notified, right. So what's the health authority saying about those

concerns?

There's one breast cancer survivor who we spoke with on CBC

earlier this week who had heard about this problem in the news. And

she said that when she asked her GP about this, her doctor didn't

know about it. So she was concerned that the information wasn't

getting out there. Dr. Williams says the health authority did go public

with this when they first learned about it. Sorry, he said they didn't

go public with this when they first learned about it months ago

because they didn't want to cause unnecessary concern. They've only

been contacting patients who they found had false negative results

originally and they've asked them to consult their doctors. They also

say that if patients have concerns they can call a patients relations

officer at 777-6500. And furthermore the health authority has posted

a letter on the provincial Medical Association's website explaining

the situation to doctors. Here's what Dr. Williams has said about

this.

There was a discussion about it and individual patients have been

informed. The issue is when you don't have all the information and

then you alarm people, some, a lot of people unduly, then it was felt

that we'd better get more information and, and when we do go public

and discuss it publically we have good information.

Again that was Dr. Bob Williams at the Health Sciences Centre.

Now the one patient I spoke with said that, you know, that isn't quite

good enough and they were concerned ... Well the way they described

-5-
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this is they said this was sort of a patronizing approach. And she said

the health authority should be doing more to contact people like her

who may have questions about these tests.

So what happens now?

What happens now is the health authority is waiting for results from

Mount Sinai Hospital. They're still doing testing there. Ifsomeone

comes in and needs this test, the test samples are sent there. They'll

continue to have these tests there until the Health Sciences Centre

here says they're absolutely certain that they're accurate here.

Okay and that number again, 777-6500, right? Okay. Thanks, Mark.

Thank you.

CBC Reporter Mark Quinn.

-6-
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Client:
Source:
Date:
Ann:

Eastern Health Board
NTV Evening News 6:11 P.M.
October 14 , 2005
Fred Hutton

1014182

Announcer:

Peter Dawe:

Carolyn Stokes:

Now to health matters - concerns continue to raised this evening

about the retesting of breast cancer samples at the Health Sciences

Centre in St. John's. Inconsistencies were discovered in the results

and now samples dating back as far as 1997 are being reanalyzed in

St. John's and at Mount Sinai Hospital in Ontario. The issue has

sparked some criticism from the Canadian Cancer Society. They feel

Eastern Health could have been more proactive in their

communication with patients. NTV's Carolyn Stokes has been

following the story for us.

I think there's been a really poor job on getting, you know, this is

complicated. I mean you know, the average person, hormone

positive, hormone negative, you know, my mom had breast cancer

I can't remember how she tested.

Peter Dawe, of the Canadian Cancer Society, has spent a lot of time

on the phone these past few weeks. He's been speaking with many

concerned and confused breast cancer patients who are looking for

answers. They want to know whether they are personally affected by
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the inaccuracies Eastern Health has found in a number of test results.

And for some of those patients it's a matter oflife or death.

Since 1997, there could be about several hundred women who were

told they were negative for estrogen and progesterone receptors

when in fact they were positive. And what that means is that you

have several hundred women, potentially, who were eligible to go on

a different type of therapy that had been clinically proven to be very

effective. And so there's, you can read into that and there's all kinds

of consequences to that. It could be very drastic. You could have

someone who literally didn't survive because of this. And it could be

that the person may not have went on it anyway considering the side

effects of the medication and their own clinical position. So it's still

individual but, you know, with that many women going through, our

fair is that yeah absolutely somebody was drastically impacted by

this.

Peter believes Eastern Health has been conservative in their attempts

to actively inform patients because of possible legal implications and

the fear of spreading panic. But going that route seems to have done

more harm than good.

It is a complex period and it's an emotional time for people. So what

we'd like the Eastern Health Authority to do is get more and more

information out there - specifically and be very proactive on this and

explain who it is the group of women we're talking about, explain

the process they're going through now of, of notifying these women

about the potential for, for retesting.
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I know believe that a black cloud is hanging over the heads of many

breast cancer patients - this is a breast cancer survivor.

Peter will continue to answer all the emails and phone calls that

come his way. But if you're a patient looking for more information,

you can check out Eastern Health's website or phone 777-6500.

Carolyn Stokes, NTV News.
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Zeta White:

Announcer:

Last week on the Morning Show we heard concerns that are

being raised about a test that is done on people with breast

cancer in this province. It's called a hormone receptor test. If the

test finds a patient is hormone receptor positive, then he or she

may be offered Tomoxiphine. It's been shown to increase

cancer patients' survival rates. Ifthe patients is negative for

hormone receptors, that drug will not be used. The Eastern

Health Authority is retesting hundreds of cancer patients dating

back to 1997 because it recently found that some of the tests

done years ago were wrong. Some patients who were told they

were negative were in fact positive. That means they may have

missed an opportunity to receive a treatment that could have

helped them. Zeta White is a breast cancer survivor in Happy

Valley-Goose Bay. She joins me on the line.

Good morning.

Good morning.

Just some background here on the test that you had. When did

you have it, what did it tell you?
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Well I was diagnosed with breast cancer about 3.5 years ago.

And the testing at the time told me that I was negative for the

hormone receptor.

What did you think when you heard about the problem with

these tests at the Health Sciences Centre here in S1. John's?

Well my first impression Jeff, because I live here in Goose Bay,

was when I heard it in the media was that well it didn't apply to

me because I just assumed that my testing was done in our local

region. And since then I found out that no it was all done in the

S1. John's area. And I became very concerned because I did test

positive and I'm thinking possibly it was a false negative. I'm

sorry I tested negative and it was possibly a false negative.

Yes, so possibly you may have been missing out on something

here.

Exactly.

Yeah. Yeah, I imagine a lot of people are in the same position as

you. Have you been retested since?

I'm not able to find out if or, well I'm on a, a database to be

retested, I've been able to find that out from the Eastern Health

Authority. But when I'll be retested is still up in the air, ofhow

long this process will take. And that's very concerning for me

since it has been 3.5 years and, you know that, that amount of

time has passed and now more time will pass.

How is your health now?
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Right now, as far as I'm, I know, I'm cancer free. And you

know, but I still have concerns about, again I feel there's this,

there's a dark cloud hanging over me again, waiting again for a

possible change.

Well as far as you understand it now, what benefit would you

have had from taking Tomoxiphine?

Well the research that I've done personally and I haven't heard

any of this from this from a, from a medical perspective is that,

you know, anyone who tested positive would be prescribed

Tomoxiphine for a period of five years which would greatly

reduce the risk for reoccurrence. So it concerns me greatly that

if! had been in that category or maybe in that category, you

know what would be the options right now?

Yeah, lots of questions. So how do you think ofhow the Eastern

Health Authority is handling this then?

Well I'm very concerned that patients have to hear it in the

media. You know, I heard it in the media. I was never contacted

by Eastern Health Authority or by anybody in the medical field

to tell me that I was in this group who had to be retested. I mean

I had to research that myself and find it out myself. And I still

don't know, you know, how long that will take.

So what do you think they should do right now?

Well I think all patients, everybody who has to be retested,

should be contacted, given a timeframe for when this will

happen. And also been told if there's a change, whether there's
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a change or not, they'll be notified. And if there's a change in

their status, you know what, what will be done for them.

Yeah. This may result in no change for you. All the worry may

be for naught. But it's your health though. You do worry, right?

Exactly. You do worry. And with any, you know, diagnosis with

breast cancer or any cancer I guess, you know it's always there

in the background. But now this just brings it back really to the

foreground and you're thinking, you know, I've put this behind

me and now it's right there in the forefront again. That, okay

maybe there's something else I have to deal with.

Appreciate your time this morning. Thank you.

Thank you.

Alright. Bye now.

Bye.

I was speaking with Zeta White, she is a breast cancer survivor

living in Happy Valley-Goose Bay.
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VOCM "Newfoundland and Labrador Today" 1:41 P.M. 1025152
October 25, 2005
Audrey Whelan

Eastern Health says it's continuing to contact patients

affected by inconsistent results of breast cancer tumor

samples. The problem was discovered this spring and affects

samples tested between 1997 and 2005. Spokesman Dr. Bob

Williams said while it didn't affect whether any surgeries

were performed, it may have impacted follow up treatment

for breast cancer patients. Williams says around 700 samples

are being retested at Mount Sinai Laboratory in Toronto.

Williams expects the results will change in less than 10

percent of the samples. He speaks with VOCM's Doug

Learning.

Bob Williams: What we've done is that in late May we were made aware

that a, for a variety of reasons one patient was tested, retested

for estrogen and progesterone receptors. These are markers in

the nucleus of the cells of breast cancer patients which

indicate if the tumor is sensitive to estrogen or progesterone

which are hormones secreted by patients normally. When we

became aware that one patient that for a variety of reasons

was retested and her results changed in this case from

negative to positive then another of other individuals were

tested and based upon some convergence in that group,

Eastern Health decided to retest all patients who had tested

negative on those receptor tests from the time we introduced a
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new methodology in 1997 to our current date. And we

suspended all testing within our laboratories at that time.

Now would this have affected whether someone would've

had breast cancer surgery?

No, Doug, this didn't affect the diagnosis of patients

with breast cancer. They were diagnosed prior to these tests

being done. So this is a test that's done after the diagnosis of

breast cancer has already been confirmed. As you know, the

main treatment for breast cancer initially is surgery where any

suspected tumors, a tissue sample is taken to make the

diagnosis of whether the patient has breast cancer or not.

Subsequently then the main say treatment is surgery to

remove the, the lump. And then on the tissue specimen this

test is performed for ER and PR receptors on all patients

who've had breast cancer. So the diagnosis has already been

made and surgery has been performed and then decisions

need to be made with respect to each patient as to what the

next steps are.

Okay, so it's really, it affects the follow up

treatment?

Yes, the primary treatment for patients with breast

cancer is surgery. Other forms of treatment are called

agimen[?] therapy, that means they've done in, in conjunction

with surgery. Forms of agimen[?] therapy are radiation

therapy which is sometimes given depending on the

indications, what they call systemic therapy which is really

chemotherapy which affects the whole body but is designed

to treat some patients with breast cancer. Another form of
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treatment is hormone therapy which is designed for patients

who test ER or PR positive. And that's about 75 percent of

patients will, will have an ER or PR positive result on testing.

Another form of therapy you've heard about recently is called

herceptin therapy and that's aimed at a gene which is

expressed in about 15 percent of patients with breast cancer.

And in those patients then they're able to use the drug

herceptin which interferes with the action of this gene which

promotes the growth of the tumor cells.

So if, if someone did not receive perhaps the, the

right kind of treatment, follow up treatment, could this not

affect their, their overall prognosis?

Well what I'll say, Doug, is that I, actually this test is

an important component of developing a treatment regime for

each patient. So it's important that this test be done and then

it's part of the planning that goes into planning the treatment

for each patient. That and a number of other factors are

considered by the physician who's treating the patient. So it is

an important part of their treatment and it's important that if,

we make sure that if people are, tests have been changed and

we make sure, we want to make sure that we tested every

patient who, who were negative to make sure that we picked

up on any patients who were actually positive so that this

additional information can be used by the treating physician

in the case ofthat particular patient. We understand that

tamoxifen, in the literature is useful for up to 10 years after

the patient has been diagnosed with breast cancer. So that's
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why we've gone back seven years from the time this test was

first instituted here to retest patients.

What do you have to say to women out there who

are probably very concerned and, and waiting on pins and

needles to find out if indeed their, their, they did get the best

course of treatment as a result of these test changes?

Well, Doug, when we found out that there was an

inconsistency in our results, we certainly made the decision to

retest everybody. We've done a lot of research. This is a very

difficult procedure. There's about 40 steps involved from the

time breast tissue in obtained in the surgical suites to the time

it's, a report is generated by the pathologist. We've done a lot

ofwork at looking at various labs and we've chosen Mount

Sinai because they had an international reputation. They're a

big lab and they have a lot of expertise in this, in this area. So

we wanted to make sure that when the testing was done,

within as much as we can, guarantee that the results are as

good as they would be in any other setting, setting. So we

wanted to take the time to make sure we had the test reports

back and they're as accurate as, as possible in, in terms of

various laboratories across the country. So this is why we

choose Mount Sinai and this is why we acted quickly when

we found out there was a problem.

So this would affect people who I think were tested

between 1997 and 2005. Any idea why the test results were

inconsistent?

Well, Doug, we've, we've had an outside consultant

come, the head of the cancer pathology section in the Be
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Cancer Institute and the chief tech[?] of Mount Sinai visited

our labs in September and in the process of doing a quality

for us, doing a quality review. And they will be making some

recommendations as to how we can improve this testing. But

there's 40 different steps in the procedure, I guess we won't

know which of those particular steps were involved in each

particular case but some of the steps are, are very problematic

and you know, they can be affected by a number of things,

even the humidity in the lab at the time some people can say

can affect the outcome of some of these tests because they're

very, very sensitive.

Dr. Bob Williams.
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Let's talk to Patricia. You're on the air. Go right ahead madam.

Good afternoon, Bill.

Hi, Patricia.

I'm fine. In '98 I was diagnosed with a small tumour in my breast.

Right.

After I had my surgery I went into the Health Sciences for my

assessment and they said to me well if you're going to have breast

cancer, this is probably one of the best types to have because it's a

small tumour and there's nothing in your lymph nodes.

Right.

So, of course, they said the only negative is you can't take est,

Tamoxifen because your estrogen receptors are negative.

Right.

I've had seven really wonderful years. Like I haven't had any

problems at all. This afternoon I received a call from the Health
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Sciences telling me that they were reviewing my file and when the

results came back they were going to get in touch with me. Now at

the time that they did the assessment I met with two doctors that day

who said no you can't take Tamoxifen. Shortly after that I was sick

and admitted to hospital and somebody else came along looked at my

file and he said yeah maybe you should take it after you finish your

treatments. I did take it for two or three months. But I kept

complaining, you know, why am I taking this because it's causing

trouble, I'm having a lot of uncomfort with it and hot flashes and

everything. And another doctor said well if! had to, you had to come

to me, I wouldn't have given it to you. I said well three said I

shouldn't take it, one says I should, I'm not taking it anymore. So I

said to the young nurse today and she was really nice and explained

everything to me. If mine come back positive, I mean what good is

that going to do now? It's seven years ago. I'm certainly not going

on any treatments now.

What was the, the drug for that there was some dispute as to whether

you're supposed to be taking it, Patricia?

I guess they would prevent the cancer from coming back but in my

particular case, like I went in and I had genetic study done and I took

estrogen for ten years prior to be tumour being diagnosed.

Right.

And they just, you know, assumed that maybe the estrogen had

something to do with it. Now I don't want to minimize other people

because I know one girl when she found out she couldn't take

Tamoxifen. And there was, you know, a couple of people in her
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family, you know, prior to her they had breast cancer too and she

went and had a double mastectomy. She was really concerned, you

know, for her long-term, you know, health and well being.

Yeah right.

But I guess everybody's case is different. But I must say like, you

know, the young nurse who called me today was really, really nice

and explained everything. But like I said before like I don't really

think in my particular case it's going to have any, you know.

So, so the Tamoxifen that you mentioned that, whether you take that

or not will depend on the results in this test.

Yes if you ...

Whether they were negative or positive.

That's right. If either of your tests came back positive I guess. But I

think the doctor who said to me maybe I should take it, he said like

there's probably a 15 percent benefit to me there. But then the fourth

oncologist I see he didn't agree with that at all. And like, you know,

there's a lot of side effects. Like, you know, the severe hot flashes is

one thing. But, you know, blood clotting and that were certainly a

concern too.

Patricia, as a result of this call now, first of all when the news broke

that the tests were faulty since 1997 in a, what 10 percent of the

cases or so, whatever the case may be, but they were faulty in a

significant number of cases, did that concern you at the time when

you first heard it.
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Actually we were, we were in Ireland at the time, Bill.

Yeah.

My husband and I were in Ireland. We came back. I happened to see

it on TV and the first thing I said to my husband, you know, I said,

you know, this is seven years later. I said I know a lot of people

would probably be concerned. But I said I'm not going to be because

I've had seven good years and I'm certainly not going to start any

treatments at this late stage of the game. I said I work out, I walk, I

do all kinds of things. You know, look after myself and I'm, I feel

like I'm really, really healthy. But like I am concerned for some

friends of mine who, who were, you know, negative and I just hope

like their lives are not going to be seriously impacted because of this.

Right well thank you very much for telling us about it. And I hope

you will encourage others to talk about it as well. It seems to me, one

thing that bothers me about it is how something could go on so long,

Patricia, and only come to light when a woman who had a test done

here went to the mainland and had a test done in another hospital and

found out that it was the opposite ofwhat she had done here and it

took that after what eight years of testing, it took that to get, ask

people, get the profession, the hospital to inquire into whether the

test was proper or not. What strikes me as strange is that there didn't

seem to be any failsafe devices or quality controls on the test as to

whether it was right or wrong.

And, Bill, another scary thing is too like my tumour was tiny and

hadn't spread but how many women's tumours did spread.
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Yeah.

And how many women, you know, have died because they didn't

take Tamoxifen.

Right.

And maybe their tests were positive when, when they came back

negative here.

Well thank you very much for raising it, Patricia. We really

appreciate it. Let us know what happens when your test results come

back.

I certainly will, Bill.

Thank you very much.

Thank you.

Bye. Bye. Patricia has certainly the right frame ofmind, the kind of

frame of mind I would like to have in similar circumstances, the

courage to face brutal reality and to have a positive attitude and fight

it off. Seven years later she's going strong and thriving and she's not

concerned about herself but about others who may have been

labouring under a false sense of security or taking wrong treatment

all these years.
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In case enough attention has not been, or stress I should say, has not

been laid on that important health matter involving the problem that

was discovered this spring involving tests, samples tested between

1997 and 2005 regarding breast cancer tumours and the fact that the

tests were wrong in some cases and retesting is done, remember

that's always a topic on Back Talk and anyone who would like to

comment on that either as a cancer patient himself or herself or as

someone who I just, has a general comment on that test going wrong

and how that could go wrong so badly. If there were any quality

controls under the Eastern Health Care system or in the hospitals.
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Good afternoon, Minnie. You're on Back Talk. Yes go right ahead,

Minnie.

I just heard Patricia on and I wanted to tell you that Patricia and I

actually went through it together.

Did you indeed?

Yes and it was wonderful to hear her. And that was seven years and

four months for me.

That was 19...

1998, 1998.

Right, indeed.

And we're also both of us are caught up in the, in the, I guess some

kind of a mix-up or something.

Right.

And I've been trying, now I tried last Monday, I called down to the

Health Care Corporation to find out if they had sent my, you know,
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my tumor off to get analyzed and so far I've been unable to get any

information whatsoever, you know?

So you are one of the patients ...

I'm, I'm also see a negative. Anybody that tested negative, their

receptors were negative, ...

Yeah.

... some of them are starting to come back and they're positive.

Right.

And what it means is of course that if you're positive, then you

should've, after you had your surgery, have gone on and taken

Tamoxifen.

And you've had just the test that was administered here ...

Yes.

. . .that said you were negative. If in fact as the lady who found out

all, that the testing was wrong in a significant number of cases, who

was negative here and went to the mainland and had it done in

Toronto somewhere I believe. And turned out to be positive. If that's

the case with you, Minnie, you should've been on this additional

drug.

Oh yes, yes. Now I mean like Patricia, like I say it's 7.5 years and

I've had a wonderful 7.5 years in that I'm very active and, I mean I

eat properly and that kind ofthing. So I'm not all that much

concerned about me.
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Right.

But I am concerned about the person say who had a more aggressive

cancer. Because of course tumors ofthe breast can be either

aggressive, moderate ...

Yeah.

... or low risk for coming back.

Right.

In my case I was in the, the middle. Mine was a moderate tumor.

Right.

And, you know, like I feel the 7.5 years that I've had a good, good

thing. But I care for people say for instance that came back negative,

didn't get the Tamoxifen and it spread to another area of their body.

Right.

And that's the ones that you have to be concerned about. And it's a

good many of my friends that it did happen to. That I met over there,

you know.

Right. It sounds as if people who are diagnosed with breast cancer

and then go through various treatments and therapies and testing and

so on, do you form yourself into a fairly close knit group ...

Oh yes.

.. .over the months?
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We have, we have a wonderful group. It's called Sharing Our

Strength.

Right.

And we have probably about 30 people in our group.

Yes.

And they range anywhere from say 30, some, one girl was actually

28.

Yeah.

Up to 62, 63, you know, that age group. Now one of our, the ladies

in our group in fact, she was tested negative and then came back

positive.

So ...

And they do have her on the drug at this particular point. So yes

indeed, I think that it's very helpful to be in a group. And like I say

many times if! meet anybody, I use the fact that I've got seven years

to try to encourage somebody, you know.

Right. Well you and Patricia have a very positive outlook on, ...

Yes .

... on it all and...

I think you really do, you know ...

Yeah.
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.. .ifyou look at it negatively, I don't think that would cause you to

go any quicker. But if you're really diagnosed with cancer and like I

said when I was diagnosed it was absolutely devastating because at

the time I was only 50.

Right.

And, you know, I thought that was the end of the world for me. But

nevertheless like I say after going through chemotherapy and, and

Mr. Rowe actually they put me on the wrong drug for three of my

chemotherapy treatments when I was in the hospital.

Did they? That's ...

Yes. They put me on for the first three and then actually took me and

put me on to a different three. So...

Minnie ...

I don't know ifI've had the best of both worlds or not, you know.

You know, it's really interesting that you mention some of these

things. For example, in your group there you and Patricia feel, you

know, very positive about it and have no feelings of alarm about the

testing ...

Yeah.

...perhaps being false. Are you aware of other women in your group

who are, who really do feel panicked a little bit by this?

Yes, I do feel that, that the women that have been diagnosed say in

the last two to three or four years ...
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Yeah.

Because they are, they feel very vulnerable because they haven't

been on Tamoxifen, you know.

Right.

And because they, they have been only two or three years, of course

they don't know if it's going to come back. Now it might come back

with me. There's no guarantee even though it's seven years. It may

be ten years it will come back. But when you're two or three years

it's, it's much more devastating to realize that. And I, I have seen

people that are very concerned, you know.

Now the Tamoxifen that you mentioned. If you're diagnosed as, or

the tests show that you're supposed to be on Tamoxifen...

Yeah.

... what greater percentage of, of a good outcome, a positive outcome

are you, do you get from being on Tamoxifen?

I would, I would say probably 50 percent better.

Well I mean that is really significant.

Yeah. Yeah.

I mean this is a, this can be very devastating for a lot ofpeople, eh?

Oh yes. There is no doubt. Because what that, what happens here is

that their tumor is actually related to estrogen...

Yeah.
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... and this, this stops estrogen.

Yeah.

In my case, I was told it wasn't related to estrogen. The other thing,

of course, is I have two sisters. And I'm concerned for them.

Because when you have estrogen tumors, they most often can be

carried to the rest of the girls in your family, you see?

Yeah indeed. Now Minnie we have to say goodbye unfortunately.

Yes.

But I, I really would like you and other women listening to you,

Patricia and others, to continue this discussion into the future

because it's very, very enlightening for a lot of us.

Yes.

And especially women who may become cancer patients or who are,

already are. We'd appreciate that, Minnie.

Yes I certainly will Mr. Rowe. Because I, I also, when I do call again

I'll make clear to other women, ...

Yeah.

...young women too about lumps that they do have and it's not taken

serious, you know.

Well thank you very much, Minnie. We have to go now but we look

forward to further chats. Thank you very much. Bye-bye.
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